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Abstract

Businesses are increasingly outsourcing key operations and interacting with ever extending nets of partners. Running extended

business-to-business (B2B) operations creates the need for more advanced human interaction while advancing the automation

base of B2B functions. In this paper, we introduce a model for on-demand business process-based collaboration, namely,

Extended Business Collaboration (eBC), and its major elements of modeling, and a configurable business protocol-enabling

framework. We discuss some of the major research issues associated with facilitating extended business collaboration, and present

our proposed Annotated Business HyperChain technology leveraging Web services and semantic annotation model. A research

prototype is described, followed by some observations and discussion of open research issues requiring further exploration.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction services (EMS), or contract manufactures to design a
Enterprises are not standalone anymore. They need

to work with their value net of partners and customers.

Whether we are considering, logistics, financial serv-

ices, suppliers, handling customer orders, or marketing

programs, large or small enterprises operate and inter-

act in variety of forms within a complex global web of

collaborating entities. A 21st century enterprise, not

requiring all of its needs to be fulfilled by internal

groups, leverages some well-proven services and avail-

able products in its daily operation processes and in

product designs. Taking a new product design as an

example, a consumer electronics company has to work

with component suppliers, electronic manufacturing
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product collaboratively. Some component design work

may be outsourced to design partners who are special-

izing in special components such as Application Spe-

cific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chips, batteries, or

motherboards. Outsourcing non-core-competency

services has become a popular trend fueled by business

transformation drivers. Information technology serv-

ices and high-tech product developments are at the

forefront of this trend that is becoming the dominant

business model in the era of globalization. It is the

outsourcing model that enables disaggregated busi-

nesses to form a value chain for creating more innova-

tive and higher quality products or services than that

they would have accomplished by their own.

In a typical business value chain, the trading

partners or design partners could be dynamically

added or removed in the lifecycle of a business

solution, operation or during product development
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or servicing thereafter. All the resources including

business entities, services provided by business enti-

ties, documents and messages would be activated and

accessed in what could be dubbed as an ‘‘on-demand

model’’. In this on-demand model, a service is

‘‘brought-on-line’’ if and when is needed and solely

for the duration of its need. In this model, the goal is

to maximize efficiency and productivity. A possible

transformation can now take place, from entities

interacting in a disaggregated setting to one of a

virtual on-demand enterprise operating in extended

business collaboration mode. In this mode, requesting

components for a product from a supplier would

seamlessly locate the best suppliers but would con-

currently enable and manage the related financial,

logistics, or legal services. In this mode, we would

also move from the paradigm of granular commercial

transactions, such as issuing a purchase order (PO), to

a paradigm of integrated business processes. These

extended business and collaboration processes that

engage and involve multiple business entities concur-

rently now have an extended lifecycle that is dynamic

and cannot be confined and solely defined by a

simplistic model of transactional handshakes or totally

depend on the human intervention to manage it.

Fully automated business collaboration remains a

goal on the horizon. However, experience leads us to

believe that people-assisted enabling technologies can

pave a way to this realization. Leaving aside practical

business and geo-political considerations, preventing

some companies from fully embracing extended busi-

ness collaboration, we will attempt in this paper to

address some of the key technical obstacles. We then

present a methodology, supporting framework and

techniques that would enable the practical realization

of this on-demand collaborative business vision.

From a technical viewpoint, the real obstacles go

beyond business process representation and data

transformation techniques. The real problem arises

from the fact that we are dealing with interactions

between two or more business entities and their

loosely coupled business processes. These business

processes could be private business processes in some

enterprises or public processes crossing the boundary

of multiple enterprises. In this environment, the work-

flow is non-deterministic and you have projects and

operations running across multiple companies with a

mix of automation and human-driven actions. Time-
tables, project schedules, and response times are

equally fluid. Leveraging emerging and evolving

standards is a key starting point to help address the

aforementioned challenges and problems.

Web Services [18] are network-enabled reusable

components that conform to an interface with standard

description format and access protocols. The basic

enabling infrastructure of Web Services consists of

UDDI registries, Simple Object Access Protocols

(SOAP), Web Services Definition Language (WSDL),

Business Process Execution Language (BPEL4WS),

Web Services Inspection Language (WSIL), and so

forth. Web Services provide the means to enable the

integration in a standard way.

In this paper, we outline a new Extended Business

Collaboration (eBC) model first. We then present, in

Section 3, an enablement framework based on Web

Services, followed by an illustration of a design

collaboration scenario in a distributed industrial envi-

ronment. Some related works are given in Section 4.

The paper concludes with some observation and

discusses further research topics.
2. Extended business collaboration (eBC) model

Several approaches have been proposed to repre-

sent business behaviors and a variety of ‘‘layer’’

models circulate in the business modeling domains.

All models, independent of the adopted layering

approach, do basically include a higher business layer

and a lower Information Technology (IT) infrastruc-

ture layer. Typical business models are: Business-to-

Customer (B2C), Application Service Provider (ASP),

Application to Application (A2A) also called Enter-

prise Application Integration (EAI), and Business to

Business (B2B). All of these ‘‘classic’’ models strictly

differentiate between intra-enterprise interactions and

inter-enterprise interactions. In support of these enter-

prise-based interaction models, different interaction

techniques (business portals, e-mail, fax, etc.) and

general and vertical industry standards (EDI, ebXML,

RosettaNet [14], etc.) have emerged over the latter

part of the last century providing various levels of

business interaction and connectivity deployment.

As outsourcing and on-demand operation models

are becoming more and more popular, the boundary

between enterprises is gradually bypassed or elimi-
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nated. Enterprises are collaborating by different

degrees and levels. The environment—the extended

enterprise, the information sharing, the functions and

the processes that enable two or more parties, within

and cross-business entities, to interact in the context of

business activities and events to deliver business

results, are all being transformed. Hence, the repre-

sentation needs evolve to capture and cover this

emerging business paradigm.

We believe that an Extended Business Collabora-

tion that dissolves or rather bypasses this enterprise

boundary-based distinction is a factual representation

of what is evolving in the real business world. This

model aims at reducing the artificial elements at the

boundary inherent in the enterprise-based interaction

models. The diffusion of the boundary implies that

new techniques are required in order to evolve con-

verge the various converge interaction methods. In-

troducing business semantic computing techniques,

creating pluggable business collaboration protocols,

proposing dynamic activity chain representation, and

leveraging distributed project and business process

management and monitoring capabilities may pave a
Fig. 1. Extended business collaboration
way to on-demand business collaboration, which has a

more structured but flexible collaboration adaptability.

In the case of Product Life Cycle Management

(PLM), the parties interact in a dynamically established

virtual team and enterprise setting, during the concept,

design, build, or servicing of a product to create a more

innovative, profitable, higher quality product brought

to market sooner than the parties would have accom-

plished on their own. By bringing PLM into the ideal

eBC setting, we move from ad hoc and transactional

interactions to constructing, activating, tracking and,

monitoring collaborative development and design pro-

cesses of a product involving multiple companies or

organizations inside one company. An example eBC

deployment scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A product company may engage an ASIC supplier,

an EMS, or some other service providers at various

stages of product design and development [4]. These

‘‘partners’’ may in-turn engage other partners down

their value chain. The timing and the infrastructure

supporting these interactions vary in terms of frequen-

cy, automation, and the individuals who participate in

the process. Some partners are connected through B2B
deployment example for PLM.
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software, to support transactional exchanges, while

others may connect occasionally through a portal

interface. The patterns of active connectivity and their

durations and where information is in this design and

supply hyper-chain are neither fixed nor static. This is

a not a traditionally well-defined supply chain where

all participants could be known in advance. Each

partner knows and interacts ‘‘on-demand’’ with its

immediate partners and information gets propagated

up and down this hyper-chain. In this setting, an eBC

solution should support the observation and control of

related supply chain management and collaboration

activities during the design and development of a

product. Meanwhile, the desired eBC solution should

manage the dynamics characterizing this environment

including the formation and dissolution of collaborat-

ing teams and the related effects. From the solution

management point of view, the eBC solution needs to

monitor the design process status, design data status at

any granularities, across all design and development

partners, and across the individual participants. In case

of business exceptions or when quick decisions are

required, the desired eBC solution should provide the

mechanisms to enable efficient escalation activation

and timely problem resolution of issues that impact the

design and development processes and schedules of a

product and related business activities.

Although Web services infrastructure provides a

good foundation to build such a flexible eBC infra-

structure, there remains a variety of challenges to

achieve these goals. One of the key challenges

involves the type and nature of information

exchanges. As Fig. 1 illustrates, partners in the design

and supply hyper-chain do not have homogenous

environments whether for internal or external opera-

tion and connectivity. Furthermore, it maybe impos-

sible in this setting to determine a priori all levels and

type of exchanges. Hence, it is imperative to provide

sufficient annotations during an interaction process to

permit the parties at the interacting edges to exchange

and interpret what is required and where to access

information or data. Areas requiring special attentions

that drove our research activities included:

� defining a flexible annotation information repre-

sentation format,
� delivering the information in a standardized or

standardize-able fashion,
� interpreting, processing, and directing information

exchanges based on needs,
� controlling information exchanges and flow dy-

namically,
� monitoring the status of process flows and docu-

ments exchanges,
� insuring and managing the security of all commu-

nication channels and information access.

Therefore, in the next section, we presents an

XML, Web Services and other standards based

Annotated Business HyperChain (ABH) technology

for creating and managing eBC infrastructure and

solutions.
3. Annotated Business HyperChain technology for

eBC enablement

In this paper, we propose a new technology—

Annotated Business HyperChain—that addresses the

areas of semantic representation, collaborative ex-

change protocols, and on-demand information ex-

change model to enable extended business

collaboration. The Annotated Business HyperChain

technology consists of three major components,

namely, the eBC Ontology, the Collaborative Ex-

change Protocol (CxP), and the HyperChain Man-

ager. Annotated Business HyperChain technology

also extends the concept of hyperlinks of an object

in HTML files to the solution components and the

resources involved in a business collaboration

chain.

The eBC ontology, defining the commonly shared

knowledge regarding the business semantics of the

information that get exchanged during business col-

laboration, provides the foundation for understanding

and interpreting the information involved in the pro-

cess. The eBC ontology enables a flexible and uni-

form annotation representation for information

exchanges of various non-structured, and ad hoc data

without requiring pre-defined schemas. Based on the

eBC ontology, CxP defines the set of elemental and

composite messages that may be exchanged between

two or more parties engaged in collaborative business

activities. CxP is a business goal-oriented protocol

supporting a wide variety of business constructs and a

versatile message composition that accommodates the
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needed variations in the life cycle of a collaborative

business process.

A basic operation principle relating to the proposed

information exchange model in this paper is to com-

municate schema-less HyperChain annotation data.

Recipients would then follow the HyperChains to

access or fetch required and detailed information,

such as design files, design specifications, Bill of

Materials (BOM) files, based on the roles of the

recipient or their position in the business chain. These

on-demand file and data transfer modes are enabled

through self-retrieving or agent-based file transfer

services. In the meantime, the model supports tracta-

ble information associated with design files, design

processes and BOM.

In general, an on-demand information exchange

model which enables implementation of the above-

described operations is designed to achieve the fol-

lowing goals: (i) provide a flexible and uniform

annotation representation for information exchange

of various non-structured data without requiring pre-

defined schemas; (ii) automate the annotation data

generation process; and (iii) capture and automate

business collaboration interaction patterns for infor-

mation exchange based on the annotation data. More-

over, delivery policies are provided to control how the

on-demand contents are to be delivered. There are at

least four types of delivery models:

Scheduled content delivery—On a predetermined,

periodical schedule, the information content can be

delivered to the intended recipients.

On-demand content delivery—Ad hoc, based on

user’s request, i.e., following HyperChain speci-

fied links that provide with the annotation data

and download the data. In most cases in a design

collaboration scenario, the design file is very large

and a server-to-server file transfer mechanism

may be needed for assisting on-demand content

delivery.

Access control-based content delivery—Delivering

contents depending upon the role and authorization

of a recipient and user credentials. As business

collaboration generally involves multiple enter-

prises, the regular single-sign-on security mecha-

nism has to be enhanced to incorporate annotated

access control policy in the business annotation

data based on entitlements. For example, who can
see a document or modify it, and when it should be

sent back or forwarded to other participants.

Push-based content delivery—Sending annotation

data along with attachments. In general, this model

is suitable for small size file transfer.

To effectively annotate the data for business

collaboration, we propose an extensible data struc-

ture based on the proposed eBC ontology for data

annotation, describing design collaboration process-

es, design activities such as design requirements,

references, specifications, and design tools. The

eBC ontology is built on the Resource Description

Framework (RDF) [13] that provides the flexibility

and versatility to support various data format re-

quired in collaboration message flow and document

exchanges. A detailed description on the eBC ontol-

ogy will be given later.

HyperChain Manager is the core processing

engine that is responsible for creating, sending,

receiving, and processing annotation messages. Ad-

ditionally, it implements the on demand information

exchange model and escalation process launch. It

also provides an enabling platform to dynamically

configure business constructs that guide the follow-

on interactions between design partners. It serves as

a platform to provide an extendable data aggrega-

tion mechanism to integrate information from mul-

tiple partners’ data sources for effective monitoring

and visibility control. As shown in Fig. 2, a

diagram illustrates a HyperChain manager, which

serves as a CxP engine.

The deployment architecture comprises an extend-

ed business collaboration portal/dashboard, an ex-

tended business collaboration (eBC) manager, a

HyperChain manager, a B2B Gateway such as Web-

Sphere Business Integration Connect (WBI-C) [16]

layer that servers as a gateway between the Hyper-

Chain manager and the lower-level web application

server such as a WebSphere [17] layer that is a

typical Java-based web application server for hosting

business applications. The portal or dashboard

includes applications that can access the HyperChain

Manager via the application-programming interface

(API) layer provided by eBC manager.

HyperChain manager comprises a collaborative

directory (with manager and directory), an annota-

tion manager, a message sender, a message receiver
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and an action manager. The collaboration directory

manager component manages the resources tracked

by the HyperChain Manager, such as organizations

(partners), users, projects, tasks, etc., and the resour-

ces are RDF-based. The CxP messages are sent and

received by the message sender and receiver mod-

ules and they are Simple Object Access Protocol

(SOAP) [15] messages or other protocol messages

such as Message Queuing (MQ) messages. The

Message sender and Message Receiver shown in

Fig. 2 have Web services interfaces. In fact, from

the deployment point of view, few existing collab-

oration technologies or frameworks can be deployed

on different application platforms (Windows, Linux)

and environments (tool-specific environments). That

is, platform-independent collaboration technologies

have not been widely adopted in the loosely cou-

pled business process integration domain. In this

paper, we leverage the emerging Web services

technology to create platform-independent interfaces

to support flexible information exchange across

multiple enterprises.

The annotation manager processes the meta data or

annotations created for the documents and informa-

tion exchanged via CxP messages. Examples of

annotations are file name, file type, version, author

name, etc. In addition, annotations can also be used to

specify ‘‘actions’’ to be performed on the documents.
Examples of such actions may be ‘‘review’’ docu-

ment, perform ‘‘RFTP’’ (reliable file transfer) and

send actions to legacy applications like Enterprise

Resource Planning (ERP) and Product Data Manage-

ment (PDM), etc.

The annotations in the received messages are

forwarded to the action manager, which is an integra-

tion layer to back-end legacy applications as well as

components like RFTP. The action manager invokes

the proper actions on the documents.

As shown in Fig. 3, a ‘‘collaborator (1, 2,. . . M,

N,. . .)’’ is a business entity that participates in a

business collaboration process with one or more exter-

nal business entities. ‘‘App’’ (l, 2, 3,. . .) denote the

backend applications that the HyperChain manager

integrates with the existing business process through

an action manager component. The ‘‘collaborative

directory’’ stores the resources of the business collab-

oration, such as projects, tasks, users, organizations,

documents, as well as annotations/meta data that are

managed by the HyperChain manager. The ‘‘Hyper-

Chain dashboard’’ in Fig. 3, is a graphical user interface

(GUI) providing management and monitoring func-

tions through which people interact with the collabo-

ration resources stored in the collaborative directory.

The sections that follow describe in detail main

components of Annotated Business HyperChain ar-

chitecture and the underlying technology components.
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3.1. Semantic annotation model for eBC

An ontology or commonly shared knowledge

defines the business semantics to annotate information

to be exchanged. An ontology is required for provid-

ing a foundation for business collaboration. Without

such shared common knowledge, participants will not

be able to decipher the exchanged information. Exist-

ing collaboration solutions are usually based on fixed

knowledge pre-configured at each collaborator side

reducing flexibility and functional scalability of col-

laborative activities.

The semantic annotation model for eBC, referred

as eBC Ontology, which provides a flexible and

uniform annotation representation for information

exchanges of various non-structured, ad hoc data

without requiring pre-defined schemas. We use Re-

source Definition Framework (RDF) to capture all

three types of semantic representations, namely, Or-

ganizational Behaviors, Data Entities for Business

Collaboration, and Activity Ontology for Extensible

Application Integration. eBC Ontology is an instance

of RDF schema [3] for extended business collabora-
tion. It consists of all three semantic representations

listed above to address the organization behaviors,

external activities as well as individual resources in

the context of eBC. An example Request for Design

annotation RDF graph is shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4, all collaborators use the basic

ontology to exchange business information. The busi-

ness collaboration ontology uses a RDF model for

specification purposes. Annotation is one part of the

ontology. For example, we define RDF resources such

as ‘‘Site,’’ ‘‘Organization,’’ ‘‘Project,’’ ‘‘Task,’’ ‘‘Re-

quirement,’’ ‘‘Transaction,’’ ‘‘Documents,’’ ‘‘Annota-

tion,’’ etc. in an RDF schema. The RDF schema

serves as the basic ontology definition that all collab-

orators need to understand.

An RDF-based business collaboration ontology

treats all newly added entities as resources. Thus,

the same mechanism used to handle existing resources

may be used to handle newly added resources. The

extensive and flexible features of the business collab-

oration ontology allow the definition of any annota-

tions without being restrained by the schema of the

annotation data. Thus, as mentioned above, Hyper-
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Chain annotation data that conforms to the business

collaboration ontology is effectively schema-less.

In our approach, the ontology definitions are the

basis that the collaborators need to understand and

agree upon before exchanging information. Some

example resources of the ontology currently provided

by eBC are: Site, Product, Part, DesignComponent,

Service, Party, Organization, Individual, Project, Task,

OutsourcingTask, HomeTask, Message, Document,

DesignFile, Requirement, Specification, Reference,

Status, etc.

In addition, each collaborator can define their own

ontology (Extended Ontology) and add additional

annotations into the basic ontology for their own

special needs. For instances, we can use fileName,

fileSize, and format to annotate a specific design file.

Again, these extended ontology or annotation defini-

tions also need to be propagated to business partners

prior to business exchanges take place. eBC Ontology

is the collection of the basic and extended ontology,

which is used by HyperChain Manager, which will be

described in detail later, to create resources and

model.

As shown in Fig. 5, a diagram illustrates a hierar-

chical annotation structure of entity classes defined for

a HyperChain manager.
In Fig. 5, root class is the Site, which can be

associated with zero or more Organization classes,

representing business entities. Each Organization

class can be associated with zero or more Project

classes, each of which in turn can be associated with

zero or more Task classes, as well as zero or more

PeopleCollab utilities. Each Task class can be associ-

ated with zero or more Transaction classes, which in

turn can be associated with zero or more (CxP)

Message classes. In addition, each Task class can be

associated with zero or more Requirement classes,

representing requirements to be sent to the partners.

Each Requirement class can be associated with zero or

more Annotation (which may include meta data to

describe the requirement), Specification, and Refer-

ence classes.

Annotation Property is the Java class that the actual

annotations are created from, e.g., filename, author-

name, price, etc. Hence, the relationship indicates

‘‘use’’. ‘‘PeopleCollab’’ refers to the agent or broker

that conducts a human collaboration process, which is

part of the extended business collaboration process.

The example human collaboration process may be

launching a chat program, creating a discussion thread

in a discussion forum, and so forth. ‘‘0. . .*’’ in Fig. 5

means that the association relationship is 0 or more,
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i.e., source class can be associated with zero or more

instances of the target type where the straight arrow

(! ) is pointing to. ‘‘1’’ refers to the association

relationship being one to one.

An example annotation data instance is shown in

Table 1. It shows a sample business process anno-

tation data instance for an RFD message of the

entire design chain. The ‘‘transaction’’ resource

defines the exchange context of the messages,

RFDTransaction, the requester, PDT, and the re-

sponder, MyComputerCorp. The ‘‘Task’’, T61Moth-

erBoardDesign, and ‘‘Project’’, T61BoardDesign,

resources define which project and task the messages

are bound to. Several containers are defined to group

the following annotations or metadata: Design spec-

ification annotation, T61Specification.pdf, Design

file annotation, T21MotherBoard DesignFile.cat,

BOM file annotation, T21BOMFile.bom, Design

process annotation, outsourcingConstraint, and other

related annotations, such as access control. Note that

‘‘cbpm’’ stands for ‘‘Collaborative Business Process

Model’’ we defined in this paper. ‘‘rdf’’ stands for

‘‘Resource Definition Framework’’.

The design activity annotations mainly focus on

constraints in the design collaboration process. There

are several types of activity annotations, e.g., design

requirements, design configurations/specifications,
the design files, BOMs, design processes, etc., and

each one is for a different purpose. Thus, each

contains different annotation data with a different

format. However, they should all follow the same

design rule. The following example in Table 2 shows

a design activity annotation where several constraints

are specified as well as the access control using

OASIS eXtensible Access Control Markup Language

(XACML) [11] to express the constraints.

3.1.1. Annotation storage: collaborative directories

We continue to use design collaboration to illus-

trate eBC concepts. The design collaboration ontology

is defined in RDF schema format, and is stored in

RDF format. Annotation is one part of the ontology.

There are diverse requirements for annotation in

design collaboration, and new requirements emerge

endlessly. In addition to the pre-defined annotations

for electronic business collaboration, users can define

custom annotations. Table 3 is a sample of storage of

an annotation definition.

These annotation definitions are applied to various

elements during the information exchanges in design

collaboration processes. An example RDF represen-

tation request for design (RFD) message during the

RFD primitive for a design project will be illustrated

in details later.
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RFD message
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The annotation can be stored in a collaborative

directory, which can be deployed on each enterprise

site. Collaborative Directory stores all the HyperChain

annotation data and partner’s profiles as well as the

links to different other data sources accessed by

participants in a design chain. The collaborative

directory consists of Web services utilities and a

relational database or plain XML file for storing the

collaborative data. At the same time, the collaborative

directory provides Web services utilities that used to

populate services for updating/publishing data; mon-

itor the status of the services at different levels and for

eBC dashboard. It acts as a File Transfer Agent to

invoke the file transfer service on B2B collaboration

environment; as well as to connect with HyperChain

Manager.

Since the data with embedded status information

(e.g., about a project, tasks, exchanged documents,

etc.) are stored in multiple collaborative directories,

the information from these distributed collaborative

directories can be aggregated based on an access

control policy carried in the annotation data. Another

deployment of the collaborative directory is to act as a

hub where the hub manages collaborative resources of

multiple organizations that use the hub as a central

repository in support of collaboration activities.
Table 2

Design activity annotation
3.1.2. Annotation creation and portal integration

Annotation creation is a major function of the eBC

enabling platform. It may be performed with the

assistance of annotation tools. As mentioned above,

all the annotation data of various resources used in

business collaboration are stored in annotation stor-

age, collaborative directories, such as plain text files

or relational databases. The annotation creation pro-

cess may operate on the storage to create annotations.

In general, creation of annotation includes the follow-

ing steps:

(1) Collect information by use of extended business

collaboration portal or other GUI interfaces. The

information includes the description of various

resources such as partners, projects, tasks, spec-

ification annotations, reference design file anno-

tations, and other related annotations.

(2) Store all the collected information into the

annotation storage.

(3) Extract required data from the storage to organize

the annotation message to be exchanged.

Let us take the RFD message creation as an

example to illustrate the process. First, the user

creates a new task as an outsourcing task or internal
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Sample RDF schema for HyperChain annotation
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task. Then, the user may specify design require-

ments for the design task. The requirements may

include specifications, reference design files, design

process constraints, etc. Fig. 6 illustrates the creation

of a Request for Design (RFD) message, including

design requirement annotations, specification anno-

tations, and annotations about the related reference

documents.

After the information is collected and stored in

the annotation storage, the annotation creation pro-

cess starts. The annotation creation module extracts

required data from the storage and forms the RFD

annotation message based on the eBC ontology. The

generated RFD message will be sent to design

partners. After receiving the RFD message, partners

can view the annotation and merge it with their own

annotation storage. If a partner desires to learn more

about one of the annotated resources, the partner can

get the annotation link (such as design file annota-

tion link) and request more information. The sender

will generate an annotation for the design file and

send it back to the partner. The partner can deter-
mine whether or not to retrieve the actual design file

based on the annotation. Thus, on-demand informa-

tion exchange is performed.

3.2. Collaborative exchange protocols (CxP)

Based on the eBC ontology, CxP uses RDF to

annotate business collaboration processes by defining

industry specific ontology, allowing peer-to-peer in-

teraction between collaborative processes. CxP is a

typical collaboration pattern in Fig. 3. CxP com-

prises of the messages to be exchanged between two

parties or among multiple parties, some predefined

message exchange sequences, and a set of business

goal-oriented protocols composed by some prede-

fined message exchange sequences. CxP builds on

top of a set of standard protocols and adds the

features needed for extended business collaboration

processes. CxP are used to transmit the semantic

representation and control the information exchange

flow as well as monitor the on-going activities in a

dynamic fashion.
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As shown in Fig. 7, the collaborative exchange

protocol stack of eBC supports elements of various

granularities, which are configurable building blocks

for creating adaptive solutions to achieve a business

goal. As shown, in the protocol architecture, the

following elements are defined: business scenario,

business constructs, collaboration primitives, messag-
Fig. 7. Collaborative exchang
ing layer and transport layer. The corresponding

descriptions on each layer are multiple business

constructs, multiple primitives (e.g., request for de-

sign (RFD) primitive and design submission (DS)

primitive), multiple CxP messages (e.g., RFD prim-

itive, DS primitive), CxP message with HyperChain

annotation, and standard transport protocols. In the
e protocol (CxP) stack.
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messaging layer, RDF is used to represent business

collaboration annotation. On top of the messaging

layer, a set of primitives is defined as collaboration

primitives for communication and collaboration be-

tween the parties.

A business construct is a basic unit of message

exchange sequences which serve a single business

goal. For example, an RFD business construct is

used when a request for design is initialized, e.g., a

design center, Product Design Team (PDT), shown

in Fig. 8, can send RFDs to its design partners to

do motherboard designs or to do mechanical and

electrical designs. Following that, an Accept or

Reject primitive may be received from the design

partners. A business scenario serves a more complex

business goal-like design-outsourcing scenario. Each

business scenario may comprise several business

constructs depending on the corresponding business

context.

Collaboration primitive, business construct and

business scenario concepts are described in detail

below.

In CxP, an atomic message is defined as a

rudimentary exchange of information between col-

laboration partners, e.g., an RFD message. A set of

choreographed messages forms a primitive. For
Fig. 8. Example ThinkPad de
example, RFD primitive may comprise two mes-

sages, e.g., RFDMessage and AckMessage. Further-

more, one or more primitives form a business

construct. For example, RFD business construct

may comprise two primitives, e.g., RFD primitive

and Acceptance/Rejection primitive. Scenarios are

sequences of business constructs that represent a

complex interaction among business partners, such

as design initialization, engineering change manage-

ment, and opportunity launch. In addition, CxP

primitives and business constructs are targeted for

specific collaboration goals and, even though con-

figurable, they are relatively fixed. While business

scenarios can be composed in several ways and thus

are quite flexible.

As we introduced earlier, a design collaboration

primitive is a group of message exchanges for a

specific and micro-design collaboration goal. Several

core design collaboration primitives are defined for

CxP: Request For Design (RFD), Accept or Reject a

request (Accept/Reject), Design Submission (DS),

Request For Information (RFI), Information Submis-

sion (IS), Request For Update (RFU), Update Sub-

mission (US), and so forth.

Let us take RFD as an example; each collaborator

uses the RFD primitive to request a partner to
sign process templates.
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perform a design task. An RFD primitive comprises

three messages: RFD, RFD_Receipt_Ack, and

RFD_Acceptance_Ack messages. This is illustrated

in Fig. 9.

RFD Message: sent by the originator, e.g., a design

center, to a recipient, e.g., design partner. Contains

a requirement comprising specifications, referen-

ces, and annotations.

RFD_Receipt_Ack Message: sent by the recipient;

a response to RFD message, indicating the RFD

message has been received by the recipient.

RFD_Acceptance_Ack Message: sent by the recip-

ient, containing a flag indicating whether the

recipient accepted or rejected the RFD.

Table 4 is an example of RFD Message.

Each design partner may accept or reject the

request after the partner received either an RFD or

RFU. One example of an Accept primitive to an RFD

is illustrated in Table 5.

3.2.1. Business construct

A business construct comprises a group of collab-

oration primitives, which can be selectively config-

ured for a business construct. Once configured, a

business construct is organized in a relatively fixed

fashion to achieve a single design collaboration goal.
Fig. 9. Message sequence diagram of RFD primitive.
The following business constructs are based on the

primitives previously discussed:

� RFD business construct (RFD primitive +Accept/

Reject primitive +DS primitive)
� RFU business construct (RFU primitive + US

primitive)
� RFI business construct (RFI primitive + IS primi-

tive)
� US business construct (US primitive)
� IS business construct (IS primitive)

Based on these business constructs, collaborators

can define any complex business scenario if they so

desire. A standard representation for a business pro-

cess modeling language, such as Business Process

Execution Language (BPEL4WS) [8], can be used to

represent CxP business constructs. Once represented

by BPEL4WS, multiple business constructs can form

a business scenario, which can be dynamically com-

posed by using dynamic composition technology for

Web services flow such as Web Services Outsourcing

Manager (WSOM) [19,24].

3.2.2. Example: RFD business construct

A RFD business construct may contain one RFD

primitive, one Accept/Reject primitive, and one DS

primitive. The RFD micro-flow can be represented

using BPEL4WS in Table 6. ‘‘process’’ in Table 6

stands for ‘‘business process’’, which is a standard

way to describe business process in BPEL4WS.

In fact, the business collaboration or design

collaboration patterns can be very complicated as

they often involve multiple interactive messages

based on the primitive protocols. Take design out-

sourcing for example. In Fig. 8, the right-hand side

shows a design center, Product design team, which

out-sources parts of the ThinkPad design to different

design partners, e.g., to ABC for ASIC chip design,

to XYZ for motherboard design, and to YAP for

mechanical and electrical design. The left-hand side

of Fig. 8 shows the design collaboration patterns

between Product design team and ABC. The various

messages flow between the two partners, starting

from a request for design (RFD), followed by

requests for updates (RFUs) by the acceptance of

the RFD, by the submission of design, by the

viewing of the design, by further RFUs and inter-
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mediate reviews, finally concluded with the accep-

tance of design.

The sample design collaboration pattern shown in

Fig. 8 demonstrates the flexibility and versatility of

the RDF to support various data format required in

collaboration message flow and document exchanges.
4. Related work

In today’s Web services infrastructure [20], there is

a lack of a uniform semantic representation for indi-

vidual solution components. For example, WSDL

concentrated on describing the basic information
about a Web service; Some information about WSDL

are published in Web services registries, namely,

UDDI registry or WSIL documents, which are two

different type of Web services registries. However,

there is no place to describe capability information

about a Web service, method signature mapping, and

the like in current Web services related specifications.

Moreover, there remains a set of open issues for

incorporating WS-Security mechanisms within a proj-

ect context, or business flow (e.g., BPEL4WS) con-

text, and other solution components such as UDDI

registry, SOAP invocation engine, and even WSDL

documents. This is one of the rationales for forming

WS-I Forum [18] in order to address the interopera-
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bility issue among multiple standards specifications.

Additional languages include Web Service Choreog-

raphy Interface and others jointly defined by major e-

business companies [1].

Most researchers in the field of Web services are

realizing that semantic information are needed for

effective Web services discovery [6,23], dynamic

Web services composition as well as collaboration at

run-time. Some semantic representation approaches

have been proposed to address this issue. For example,

(1) DAML-S is being proposed to describe more

information about individual Web services for discov-

ery and composition [5]; (2) Regular XML-based

annotation languages have been defined to capture

different types of semantic information. One example

XML annotation, Web services relationship language

(WSRL) [22], is proposed to capture the Web services

relationships at different granularities, which we think

will be an important facilitator in selecting and com-

posing the right set of services that meets the custom-

er’s requirements. Additionally, a business requirement

language, Business Process Outsourcing Language

(BPOL) is proposed to capture the business require-

ments such as conceptual flow, preferences, business

rules, relationship bindings, and event-actionmappings

for automating the Web services discovery and flow

composition that matches customers’ requirements

[19,24]. (3) Organizational behaviors associated with

an e-business solution refer to the semantic representa-

tions about the organizations, the on-going projects in

an organization, tasks in a project, requirements and

transactions in a task, additional annotation about any

other related resources such as value-added services

involved in an e-business solution.

For the first two, namely (1) and (2), as we

mentioned earlier, we can find some example sol-
utions to address the semantic representations for

different aspects about individual Web services. For

example, in traditional e-commerce environment, a

workflow-based document routing language was

proposed to address the inter-organizational collabo-

ration [10]. It could be a very useful foundation for

helping create intelligent documents. However, it is a

regular XML-based description language which lacks

the extensibility and schema-less feature. Moreover,

there was no configurable business protocol creation

framework to enable the business process based

collaboration across multiple enterprises. The third

is more systemic view of a semantic representation

for building and managing a Web services based e-

business solution. We think Resource Definition

Framework (RDF) [13] could provide a uniform

and efficient way to capture all three types of

semantic representations. In this paper, the realiza-

tion of Web services collaboration [20] is to create

an extended business collaboration ontology, which

is built on top of RDF [13], DAML-S [5], and other

XML-based semantic representations, to effectively

create and manage the Web services based extended

business collaboration solutions.

Other existing human-based collaboration activities

such as chat, session-sharing, white boarding and

document shared-access [2] do not provide links to

the B2B processes as they are centered only on human

communication. In the solution framework outlined in

the paper, we provide the means, technology and

implementation for a deployment and operation of

the human-assisted collaboration integrated in the

context of managed business processes. These aspects

alone cover a white space in the interaction and

collaboration of enterprises in the new era of global

commerce [21], outsourcing and cross-enterprise busi-
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ness activities. The enablement of these extended

interactions, collaborations and services, by leveraging

web services technology, is an emerging area with the

promise of reducing the overhead of implementation

and by providing an ‘‘impedance-match’’ to allow

companies with different systems, legacy applications,

and various means of implementing business process-

es to participate in their respective business value nets

with practical levels of investments in software and at

competitive integration cost. These observations are

based on our customer engagement experience in

support of industry solutions.

The environment of interest in this paper encom-

passes business process flows that are deployed on

different enterprise sites. Hence, the research focus of

this paper is to find an efficient and effective approach

to capture the business collaboration context (e.g.,

organizational structure, projects, tasks, requirements

and the relationships among them) and configure

customized business protocols to facilitate the infor-

mation exchange among loosely coupled business

processes.

The relationship among CxP, RosettaNet and

BPEL4WS can be summarized as follows. CxP iden-

tifies the primitives for the collaborative ‘‘Partner

Profile Processes (PIP)’’ (in the RosettaNet sense)

[14] as well as the extendable hyperlinked data

descriptions. CxP is immediately compatible at a high

level with the RosettaNet PIP model. As we have

illustrated in this paper, CxP can be restructured to be

BPEL4WS compatible. The CxP Message data is

extensible to support hyperlinked document types

with RDF graph. They are used to compose collabo-

rative business primitives such as the different variety

of Request for Information (RFI) and Request for

Updates (RFU).
One of the disadvantages of the HyperChain Man-

ager presented in this paper is that it cannot directly

process the platform or channel specific information

such as CAD files, RosettaNet protocols, ebXML

protocols, etc. However, the HyperChain Manager

can route these activities to the right applications

based on the business-annotated data carried in the

CxP messages.
5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented an on-demand

business collaboration solution approach that supports

a new model of integration of collaboration workplace

with B2B collaborative process flow. A new breed of

ontology-based information-exchange protocols, hu-

man–machine process primitives for design collabo-

ration, middleware and complementary tool to support

rapid B2B collaboration process design were also

created to support the evolving domain of extended

business collaboration paradigm.

The Collaborative exchange Protocols (CxP) stack

of eBC supports elements of various granularities,

which are configurable building blocks for creating

adaptive solutions to achieve a business goal. What

we have learned while developing the CxP enabling

infrastructure is that modularizing and composing the

reusable components in a flexible and extendable way

was one of the major challenges. The traditional

approach of using code template did not address the

flexible configuration of new business protocols in the

service oriented computing environment. However,

the proposed eBC model and enabling framework

brings human assistance aspect into different levels

of a business process, i.e., at the CxP primitive level,
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business construct level, and solution scenario level,

for exception handling, escalation, and decision mak-

ing. Web portal server is used to integrate people’s

activities into collaborative business processes.

Finally, we foresee the following issues that can be

treated as future research topics in the field of extend-

ed business collaboration.

� Multiple variety of business scenarios can be

simulated by supporting the coordination of

multiple BPEL4WS sequencing fragments through

an extension mechanism such as a BPEL++.
� Using eBC infrastructure and configurable busi-

ness protocol framework to extend RosettaNet

specification and enabling infrastructure to support

flexible payload formats as well as to compose

PIPs in a manageable way.
� Defining more industry specific ontology exten-

sions for eBC ontology to create a rich business

collaboration foundation.
� Creating a pluggable business scenario creation

framework to reuse or extend the existing solution

components to satisfy the changing customers’

requirements.
� More work is required to define an adaptive

integration action manager that can seamlessly

integrate a new application into eBC environment

by minimizing the code changes of the existing

components in eBC infrastructure.
� Investigating the convergence of UML based

model driven approach [12] and RDF based

semantic approach for creating eBC solutions.
� Enabling eBC solution infrastructure in Autonomic

[9] and Grid computing environment [7] for

business process outsourcing, integration and

collaboration [25].
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